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the issue of energy conservation in data grids has not received much attention. According to EUN (Energy User
News) (Moore 2002), the power requirements of today’s
data centers in a data grid range from 75 W/ft2 to 150-200
W/ft2 and will increase to 200-300 W/ft2 in the nearest
future. The new data center capacity projected for 2005
would require approximately 40TWh ($4B at $100 per
MWh) per year to run 24x7 unless they become more efficient (Chase and Doyle 2001). The next supercomputing
center in Seattle has been forecasted to increase the city's
power demands by 25% (Bryce 2000). Huge-energy consumption will simultaneously cause serious environmental pollution. Based on the data from EPA, generating
1 kWh of electricity in the United States results in an average 1.55 pounds (lb) of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.
Therefore, it is highly desirable to design economically
attractive and environmentally friendly framework for supercomputing platforms like data grids.
Our long term goal is to develop energy-efficient data
grids to provide significant energy savings for dataintensive applications running on computational grids.
Basically, CPUs, networks, disks, and cooling system are
four major power consumers in a data grid. Many literatures have shown that reducing energy dissipation in interconnections is critical. In this paper, we proposed a
framework to simulate an energy-efficient data grid. The
framework facilitates fundamental functionalities, including computing objects, network objects, disk objects, and
scheduling objects. A major contribution of this research
is that the simulation framework can be used to predict

ABSTRACT
High performance data grids are increasingly becoming
popular platforms to support data-intensive applications.
Reducing high energy consumption caused by data grids
is a challenging issue. Most previous studies in grid computing focused on performance and reliability without
taking energy conservation into account. As such, designing energy-efficient data grid systems became highly desirable. In this paper, we proposed a framework to simulate energy-efficient data grids. We presented an approach
to integrate energy-aware allocation strategies into energy-efficient data grids. Our framework aims at simulating a data grid that can conserve energy for data-intensive
applications running on data grids.
1 INTRODUCTION
A data grid is a collection of geographically dispersed
storage resources over either local or wide area network.
The goal of data grid system is to provide a large virtual
storage framework with unlimited power through collaboration among individuals, institutions, and resources (Qin
and Jiang 2005). With the rapid growth of requirements
for high performance data-intensive computing, data grids
are increasingly becoming popular platforms to support
data-intensive applications.
Although various research issues in data grids like
performance, security, availability, middleware design,
fault tolerance have been addressed in the past ten years,
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the energy consumption and performance of various
scheduling schemes for data grids. To validate the framework, we implemented an energy-aware scheduling algorithm in the simulation framework. The energy-aware
scheduling algorithm consists of two phases. The first
phase is geared to minimize communication overheads
among parallel data-intensive tasks by duplicating communication-intensive tasks. In the second phase, the algorithm judiciously allocates grouped data-intensive tasks to
most energy-saving computing nodes to optimize the energy conservation of the whole data grid system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 depicts a general system architecture. In Section 3, we
illustrated the simulation framework and explained the
function of each module and their relationships. Section 4
describes the task analyzer in the framework. Finally,
Section 5 is the concluding remarks and future research
directions.

2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
A data grid can be envisioned as a complicated distributed
system, which consists of the following four major layers:
application layer, middleware layer, resource layer and
network layer. Fig. 1 depicts the four layers and their relations for data grids. It is worth noting that the simulation
framework is constructed in accordance with the system
architecture outlined in Figure 1.
Network layer is the base of all the other layers,
which assures the connectivity for the resources in a data
grid. On top of it lies the resource layer, made up of the
actual resources that are part of the data grid, such as
computing nodes, storage systems, electronic data catalogues, and even satellites or other instruments, which can
be connected directly to the network. The middleware
layer lies at the heart of the data grid system, because this
layer contains various intelligent modules like resource
brokers, security access controllers, task analyzers, task
schedulers, communication services, information services,
and reliability controllers. These modules are seamlessly

Figure 1: A system architecture for data grids
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ance of the entire data grid system. One of the main contributions of this study is to implement an efficient
energy-aware scheduler into the simulation framework. In
addition, a communication service module is responsible
for supporting services such as remote function calls. An
information service module keeps track of all the detailed
executing information pertinent to the tasks running on
different computing resources. Last but not least, a reliable control module can guarantee the stability of the data
grid system. For example, the reliable control module
could reject a scheduling decision made by the task
scheduler if allocated computing and storage resource
failed to meet a certain reliability requirements.

integrated to efficiently support a variety of computing,
storage, and data resources. On the very top of the system
architecture is the application layer, which includes all
kinds of user data-intensive applications varying from
scientific, engineering, business or financial domains. The
application layer also consists of portals and development
toolkits supporting data-intensive applications.
There are seven modules in the middle layer which
are collaborating with each other to assure the performance of a data grid system. In particular, a resource broker
is the first gate facing towards the application layer. Once
users install the corresponding software supporting data
grids, the users can connect to the data grid by submitting
their data requests to the resource broker. The security
module ensures that the users are authorized to link to the
data grid to access data resources. Once access control is
granted, a task analyzer can partition a large dataintensive job into a number of small tasks. Dependencies
among these small data-intensive tasks will be analyzed.
Next, a task scheduler will allocate tasks to distributed
computing and storage resources based on different
scheduling strategies. In a large-scale data grid, the efficiency of task scheduler noticeably effects the perform-

3 THE SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
Data grids are complex multivariate environments, which
are made up of numerous grid entities that need to be
automatically managed. In order to make coherent and
coordinated use of ubiquitous and heterogeneous data and
storage resources, resource management is a centerpiece
in the simulation framework. In this section, we present a
framework to simulate data grids that are energy efficient

Figure 2: The simulation framework for energy-efficient data grids
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process of execution, the results collector will periodically
check the randomly returned sub results and transfer these
sub results to Grid level scheduler. The scheduler in the
framework passes the latest information to all tasks,
which can guarantee that the tasks with dependency could
immediately be executed once they get the necessary sub
results.
In order to deal with resource heterogeneities and support our energy-efficient scheduling policy, the grid level
task scheduler has the following important attributes:

in nature. In general, a data grid should energy efficiently
handle two important components in the system: storage
resources and data-intensive jobs. A data grid has to address the following issues. First, it is of paramount importance to find available storage resources within a short period of time. Second, it must allocate data-intensive jobs
to available resources. Fig. 2 illustrates the simulation
framework for data grids. In this framework, the global
level scheduler (or grid level scheduler) coordinates multiple local scheduling or helps to select the most appropriate resources for a job among different possible resources.
Typically, a global level scheduler itself has no direct
control over computing and storage resources. Therefore,
the global level scheduler has to communicate with and
appropriately trigger several local level schedulers to
complete data-intensive tasks submitted by users. Those
local level schedulers either control resources directly or
have certain access to their local resources. The global
level scheduler is also responsible for collaborating with
other important supportive middleware like information
services, communication services, and reliability control
modules.
As long as the grid scheduling module collected all
the information of currently available computing and
storage resources, it can judiciously choose target recourses based on its scheduling policy and allocate the
tasks analyzed by the task analyzer to these chosen resources for parallel execution. Figure 3 shows the job
scheduling flow in the simulation framework. During the

• Withdraw allocations
The target resources could be taken back by a local
administrator and allocated to execute data-intensive tasks
with higher priorities. In this case, the scheduler must be
able to withdraw its allocations and reallocate corresponding tasks to other available computing and storage sources.
• Allocation Migration
This attribute indicates that any task can be terminated in one computing node and the corresponding data
are packed such that the data-intensive task can be migrated to another computing node in the system. Then, the
task can be restarted in the new location. Note that there is
no need to re-execute the task from ground up when storage resources become unavailable due to permanent or
transient failures.

Figure 3: Job scheduling in the framework
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• Exclusive allocations

The task analyzer aims at analyzing task characteristics
and task dependencies. In addition, the task analyzer is
responsible for estimating the execution time of each data-intensive task in accordance with its task type or other
information provided by users. In our framework, dataintensive tasks with dependencies are modeled by Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs). Throughout this paper, a
collaborative application is specified as a pair, i.e, (T, E),
where T = {t1, t2, ..., tn} represents a set of parallel tasks, E
is a set of weighted and directed edges representing communication costs among tasks, e.g., (ti, tj)∈ E is a message
transmitted from task ti to tj. Precedence constrains of the
parallel tasks are represented by all edges in set E. Communication time spent in delivering a message (ti, tj) ∈ E
from task ti on node pu to tj on pv is determined by sij/buv,
where sij is the message’s data size and buv is the transmission rate of a link connecting node pu and pv. The execution times of task ti running on a set of heterogeneous
computing nodes are modeled by a vector, i.e.,

Different computing and storage resources might
have particular preference or exclusiveness for various
type of tasks, meaning that a computing node, which offers task ti a shorter execution time, does not necessarily
run faster for another task tj. Even worse, some computing
nodes are exclusive to specific type of tasks. The scheduler has to avoid the conflicts between tasks and resources.
• Tentative allocations
To make an ideal allocation decision, the scheduler
needs to calculate and compare allocation cost by tentatively allocating tasks to different available computing
and storage resources. The scheduler will have to be able
to easily complete revocation of tentative allocations.
• Dependent task allocations
The scheduler has to take task dependencies into account. In our framework, the task analyzer provides detailed information regarding data-intensive tasks to the
scheduler. The scheduler is always trying to allocate tasks
with high dependencies to the same resources in order to
reduce communication overheads.

(

)

ci = ci1 , ci2 ,L, cim , where cij represents the execution time of ti on the jth computing node. If task ti cannot
be executed on node pj, the corresponding execution time

cij in the vector c is marked as ∞. We define a task as an
i

entry task if it does not have any predecessor tasks and;
similarly, a task is called an exit task if there is no task

4 TASK ANALYZER

Figure 4: Task Analyzer generates DAG
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following behind it. The task analyzer will take the user
request (usually it contains the necessary task description
information) as input and generate DAGs as output. Figure 4 illustrates a typical task description file and the
DAG generated by the task analyzer.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a framework for simulating
energy-efficient data grids. First, we proposed a system
architecture for data grids. Next, we discussed in detail
about the simulation framework and the new features of
our framework. The framework is focused on scheduling
data-intensive tasks running on a data grid in a way to
conserve energy without adversely effecting performance.
Specifically, the framework can simulate three scheduling
phases, which are geared to make the best tradeoffs between energy savings and performance. The simulation
framework can be used to evaluate energy-aware scheduling strategies designed for data grids. As a future research
direction, we will make use of the framework to simulate
a family of scheduling algorithms.
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